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Instrumental vs Aestheticized Dialogue

1. Instrumental dialogue advances the gameplay loop in a clear, 
directed way. 
a. Dialogue structures are regularized depending on narrative 

function (quest giver, area boss, companion, seller, etc).
b. Aesthetic qualities are subordinate to narrative function.









Instrumental vs Aestheticized Dialogue

1. Aestheticized dialogueis primarily interesting for its own sake and 
for the texture it adds to the world or narrative. 
a. Dialogue structures may be varied or unique.
b. Narrative function may be downplayed or submerged.





Four Features of Elytic Dialogue

1. Micro-reactivity.
2. Rhetorical approach.
3. Minimal gamification.
4. Radical asymmetry. 



Micro -reactivity

The game remembers and responds to seemingly inconsequentia  
player choices.
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Micro -reactivity

The game remembers and responds to seemingly inconsequentia  
player choices.

● Endless source of micro-ripples/regrets.
● Requires/causes brain damage.
● Feels like mind reading.



Rhetorical approach

Branching dialogue structures are treated as aesthetic objects tha  
can evoke distinct player responses.
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Rhetorical approach

Branching dialogue structures are treated as aesthetic objects tha  
can evoke distinct player responses.

● Nearly impossible to design in advance.
● Extravagant structures have unbelievably bad ROI.
● Advances art of branching dialogue.
● Unbreakable soul-bond between players and characters.



Minimal gamification

Downplaying or removing elements that reveal a dialogue's 
narrative or gameplay function.
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Minimal gamification

Downplaying or removing elements that reveal a dialogue's 
narrative or gameplay function.

● Lack of agency indicators.
● Requires careful writing.
● Players forget it's a game.



Radical asymmetry

Creating dramatically different player experiences based on a 
player's character expressions.

































Radical asymmetry

Creating dramatically different player experiences based on a 
player's character expressions.

● Massive design challenge.
● Some players won't feel validated.















Easy to start scene. 
Likely to damage 
relationship with Kim, 
but experience 
transcendent visions.

East to start scene. 
Likely to damage 
relationship with Kim 
and pass out from 
dehydration.

Difficult to start scene. 
Likely to convince Kim 
to dance and experience 
transcendent visions.

Also possible to 
convince Kim to dance 
but pass out from 
dehydration. Players 
may also skip either red 
check.
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Radical asymmetry

Creating dramatically different player experiences based on a 
player's character expressions.

● Massive design challenge.
● Some players won't feel validated.
● Accurate reflection of reality.
● Seemingly infinite replay opportunity.



Parting thoughts

1. Integrating more sophisticated dialogue systems with more 
complex gameplay loops.

a. How can players to define/build their own gameplay loops  
dialogue?



Parting thoughts

1. Integrating more sophisticated dialogue systems with more 
complex gameplay loops.

a. How can players to define/build their own gameplay loops  
dialogue?

2. Further developing the aesthetics of branching dialogue 
structures.

a. What other structures are out there? What states can they 



Thank you

justin@zaumstudio.com
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